IMPORTANT HOSTOS PEOPLE & PROGRAMS

Accessibility Resource Center  TBA  x4454
Advisement  Wendy Small-Taylor  x6613
ASAP  Laura McGowan  x6625
Career Services  Lisanette Rosario  x4311
CLIP | CUNY Start  Fatiha Makloufi  x6657
CTL  Sarah Brennan  x6609
Counseling  Linda Alexander Wallace  x4432
Discipline  Consult with Unit Coordinator
Diversity  Eugene Sohn  x4284
Educational Technology  Carlos Guevara  x7974
ePortfolios  Kate Lyons  x4213
ESL Intensive  Lewis Levine  x6676
Faculty Observation  Jacqueline DiSanto  x4437
Faculty Orientation/Portfolios  Nelson Nunez-Rodriguez  x4137
General Education  Cynthia Jones  x6807
Grants  Lourdes Torres  x6673
HALC Tutoring  Silvia Reyes  x6657
Human Resources  Shirley Shevach  x6655

MORE IMPORTANT PEOPLE & PROGRAMS

Institutional Research  Piotr Kocik  x6610
Leadership Academy  Jason Libfeld  x6541
OAA Fellow  Andrea Fabrizio  x6697
Service Learning  Sandy Figueroa  x6512
Success Coaches  Angela Rios  x2567
Supplemental Instruction  Loreto Porte  x6618
Testing  Elvis Lockward  x2576

ACADEMIC CHAIRPERSONS

Allied Health Sciences  Charles Drago  x4114
Behavioral and Social Sciences  Linda Anderson  x6815
Business  Hector Lopez  x6626
Education/Library  Madeline Ford  x4211
English  Craig Bernardini  x6590
Humanities  Rees Shad  x6891
Language and Cognition  Karin Lundberg  x6847
Mathematics  William Baker  x6845
Natural Sciences  Francisco Fernandez  x4136
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